
What you get
UX projects executed to the highest 
standards with a team consisting of  
your and our staff.  Specifically:

Instant access to an experienced 
professional UX team with all the 
skills needed to fill in your skill 
gaps at any level

Ongoing guidance, training,  
and support from the founders  
of Experience Thinking™ 

A well-proven UX approach 
tailored to your specific needs

A fast-track to your own UX-team 
avoiding the common pitfalls of 
starting a UX team from scratch

Toronto / Ottawa, Canada 

contact@akendi.com

New York, US

contact@akendi.com

London / Cambridge, UK 

contact@akendi.co.uk

this service helps to...

Ensure you are delivering 

best-in-class experiences 

with a virtual UX team

Help your team grow in 

maturity and size using 

scalable support

Train your staff to embed 

Experience Thinking into  

your organization

Virtual Experience 
Team (VXT™)
Execute your UX projects  
to the highest quality whilst 
building your team

Many organisations prefer to build their own UX team but 
don't know where to start. Akendi can complement, train  
and coach your team helping you deliver the best possible 
experience whilst your team is learning and growing.



Our Services

About Akendi

call for consultation

Learn how our user-centered approach 
can help you. We offer complimentary 
telephone consultations and educational 
white papers. Contact us today! 

+1.416.855.3367 (CAN)


+1.929.989.3367 (US) 


+44 (0)1223 853907 (UK) 

contact@akendi.com

We ideate, strategize, research, design, test 
and construct all aspects of the customer 
and user experience, ensuring intentional 
experiences that meet citizen, customer 
and user needs. Every time.


Akendi is a human experience design firm 
with 16+ years of successful collaborations, 
leveraging equal parts research-led analysis 
and inspired creative design. Our multi-
disciplinary team of 15+ specialists help 
your organisation to deliver exceptional 
experiences and provide strategic insights  
to put you a step ahead of the competition.

www.akendi.com

Virtual Experience Team (VXT™)

Company confidential. All rights reserved.

how we do it

1 After understanding your requirements  
we jump in and complement your team  
by adding our experienced professionals  
as early as needed.

2 We train your teams to introduce UX design 
into your organisation.

3 We coach your team so they can learn  
on the job with professional UX support.

4 We embed an ISO compliant design process 
into your organisation.

5 We help you recruit new high-quality staff 
to, over time, replace us.


